
 
  AGENDA # 4 

City of Madison, Wisconsin 
  

REPORT OF: URBAN DESIGN COMMISSION PRESENTED: June 30, 2021 

TITLE: 849 E. Washington Avenue & 14 S. 
Paterson Street – New Development of a 
Mixed-Use Building with approximately 
226 Dwelling Units and 10,000 Square 
Feet of Commercial Space in UDD No. 8. 
6th Ald. Dist. (64507) 

REFERRED:  

REREFERRED:   

REPORTED BACK:  

AUTHOR: Kevin Firchow, Acting Secretary ADOPTED:  POF:  

DATED: June 30, 2021 ID NUMBER:  

Members present were: Cliff Goodhart, Chair; Craig Weisensel, Shane Bernau, Tom DeChant, Christian 
Harper, Rafeeq Asad and Russell Knudson. 
 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
At its meeting of June 30, 2021, the Urban Design Commission GRANTED INITIAL/FINAL APPROVAL 
of a new mixed-use building located at 849 E. Washington Avenue and 14 S. Paterson Street. Registered and 
speaking in support were Michael Green, Jeff Davis, representing Angus Young; Ashton Stare, Katie Udell, 
representing Angus Young; and Nate Helbach. Registered in support and available to answer questions were 
Matt Brink, representing Bakers Place, LLC; and Jeff Held, representing Strand Associates, Inc. Registered 
neither in support nor opposition and wishing to speak was Candice Nichol.  
 
Changes to the plans include reworked massing to make sure the building respects all UDD No. 8 guidelines. 
The street level is activated with commercial and residential wrapping into the mews, apartments on the upper 
floors and rooftop amenities. The building has been broken down into three distinct masses. Electric bicycle 
share is included within the building. Long views show the development well situated with its neighbors, 
showing how the building steps down. Building materials include more natural and weathering materials that fit 
within the context of the neighborhood and the City; they selected flat and corrugated metal panel, and pre-
weathered steel that changes over time. The building height matches The Galaxie across E. Washington 
Avenue. They are pursuing LEED Gold Certification to meet bonus story requirements, seeking 1/3 of what 
could be requested. An RFP process will work with a local artist to celebrate the heritage of the neighborhood 
and create a dynamic experience on Main Street. Stormwater management uses a system of green roofs that 
achieves 2 ½ times rainfall storage on the site. The landscape plan will play an integral role featuring durable 
and natural plantings and a bee pollinator hotel.  
 
The Commission discussed the following: 
 

• Simplicity and elegance with the current massing and design, complements the existing bakery very 
well. This meets the setback requirements. Regarding bonus stories, you have 62 points which isn’t 
much wiggle room as far as pursuing LEED. What’s the strategy if that is the final submission? 



o We’re working with a consultant for the LEED certification process, they are optimistic that the 
approach is platinum. Our internal numbers are a lot higher than that.  

• Could this scorecard be changed upon final submission? There’s a lot of internal design or elements that 
could get initiatives.  

• We could potentially add a condition noting that if it’s the desire of the body. The sign-off portion of 
this would happen before the certification is granted.  

• Point out specific LEED features that we’ll be able to see.  
o Right now our optimistic approach is 77 points. The energy and atmosphere align with Passive 

House: insulation, triple pane windows, green roofs, solar, these align with our mission and 
would not be removed. Mass timber reduces our carbon emissions by at least 30%.  

• These are building features that will remain regardless of what LEED certification is awarded.  
• There’s a lot to be happy about: the way you’ve simplified the massing and conformed to all the 

setbacks, the rhythm of the building massing, pared with your material palette it’s really nice. Bold use 
of the weathering steel, I like that along Paterson you’ve created this projecting plinth with people 
spaces, thinking about bike parking in the right places, like how the green roofs are mostly semi-
intensive or intensive and not just 4” sedum. Want to confirm with the bonus stories and height: looks 
like 1,007’ is the top of the mechanicals, relative to the Capitol Preservation Height Limit. Overall a nice 
plant palette, but the European Privet straight species can be invasive, swap that one out with a 
replacement plant. The handful of Ash trees being removed on Paterson, are they being replaced with 
street trees? 

o The street trees are selected by the City’s Forestry Division, we are working on that with them. 
We can certainly swap out the European Privet. The height is correct at 1,007’ 6”.  

• The applicant is seeking allowable bonus stories simply based on sustainability and not design, correct? 
o That is correct, based on the LEED Gold Certification.  

• The staff report states in order to award the bonus stories, we could make a finding that there are 
multiple paths to that finding, with the sustainable features warranting the bonus height.  

• The final plan shows a shadow study that reflected favorable conditions in the courtyard area, but in one 
of the earlier packets you had a second shadow study that showed the conditions if a building was built 
next door. The sunlight situation was quite a bit different if a building goes up on the south side. What is 
your take on that? I’d have concerns on the long-term viability of those plants.  

o The courtyard would still get some sunlight throughout the day if a building does go up there.  
o We selected durable adaptable plants. The courtyard does get quite a bit of sunlight at Noon, 

even with a possible development to the west.  
• It seems like a problem waiting to happen.  
• Most of the plants are fine collections, I like the large drifts in the green roof areas. Two plants that are 

quite numerous are Wild Petunia and Coreopsis, I’ll remind you they’re both incredible rampant self-
seeders. You might want to consider swapping those out. The pre-weathered steel, I like that look, that 
behaves like corten steel and develops a hard finish and does not stain concrete surfaces or walkways? 

o It comes to site with that protective layer already formed and minimizes the staining on adjacent 
surfaces.  

• Regarding parking: the concept is to have a less automobile-oriented aspect to it, but 144 stalls, how is 
the parking handled? What are the options for nearby parking? Is it part of the rent or an add-on?  

o By ordinance there’s an allowable 25% reduction in stalls. The electric car share is a game 
changer but it’s difficult to predict the impact it will have on parking. The site is located in the 
perfect spot to allow fewer stalls. There’s a 37 auto deficit but they are going above and beyond 
the bike parking. With all the advantages built into this site you can take comfort in what’s being 
proposed.  



• Kudos to the team for having a stronger approach on the LEED Certification. The scorecard is leaning 
quite heavily on the energy performance, to what extent is the architecture really gaining most of those 
points? What is the architecture’s contribution to that effort? 

o The performance with the Passive House is very much a combination of the efficient mechanical 
system, along with a big winter coat. The amount of insulation we’re proposing is making up the 
majority of those points. In areas that require 4” of insulation we’re proposing 8-10”. The green 
roofs tie into this as well.  

• The windows are very flush. Is this accurate? 
o The renderings are accurate, the windows are setback. Part of the design with a thicker envelope 

is a return panel that is angled to it appears the windows aren’t as deep as they are.  
• I was surprised by the terra cotta, trying to understand the design intent.  

o Terra cotta is not going to be the material anymore, we’ll go with a brick or metal panel. It’s a 
better use and more cost-efficient. 

• Tying back brick across an 8” void can be pretty challenging. Can you articulate how you’re supporting 
a brick option? 

o It’s almost definitely going to be a metal panel.  
o We are using the pre-weathered steel at the base of the building and maintaining the brick on the 

bakery portion.  
• The staff report referred to the mechanical enclosures. Is there any finding or specific concern we need 

to address with regard to that? 
o Just to make sure we have as accurate a depiction as possible.  

• The mid-block tower, although it appears as a third story it’s actually just a mechanical screen wall in a 
non-habitable space that does not contribute to the number of stories? 

o Correct.  
• What is the intent behind choosing a white metal panel? 

o It’s not pure white, it’s a warmer cream color. Something that would complement both the 
existing bakery and contrast above. Madison buildings have a lot of this warm white cream color 
while creating this distinction from the lower podium.  

 
ACTION: 
 
On a motion by DeChant, seconded by Weisensel, the Urban Design Commission GRANTED 
INITIAL/FINAL APPROVAL. The motion was passed on a vote of (4-2) with Knudson and Asad voting no; 
Harper, Weisensel, Bernau and DeChant voting yes; and Goodhart non-voting. 
 
The motion provided for the following: 
 

• Building materials shown in the material sample sheet and building elevations. Metal cladding with a 
corrugated metal cladding for the top portion and pre-weathered steel for the bottom. 

• Landscape species suggestions: Replace the proposed European Privet, Ruellia Humelus and Coreopsis 
(alternatives to those, hybrid varieties with sterile seeds).  

• Through Group 1 LEED Gold or a combination of elements in Group 2 this will meet the requirement 
for bonus stories.  

 


